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Overview

• Problem statement
• Current legislation in Canada and abroad
• Best practices from the viewpoint of incident response
• Case study
• Questions
• Breaches are on the rise, along with increasing levels of personally identifiable information (PII) being exposed
• PII is one arguably of the toughest data types encountered during a cybersecurity incident
• Privacy legislation is consistently encountered during incident response
• Fines and sanctions are growing
• Human error remains the leading cause of data breaches
Current Legislation

Canada:
- Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA, Federal)
- Personal Information Protection Act (PIPA, British Columbia)

Europe:
- General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

United States of America:
- California Customer Protection Act (CCPA)
Best Practices

• Best Practice #1:
  – Always be mindful of privacy and data governance laws
    » Canada: PIPEDA, PIPA
    » EU: GDPR
    » US: CCPA

• Best Practice #2:
  – Classify and identify your organization’s data before, rather than during, or after a breach
Best Practices

• Best Practice #3:
  – Rehearse your incident response plans, crisis management strategy, and playbooks specifically for PII incidents

• Best Practice #4:
  – Conduct regular live-fire tabletops and cybersecurity simulations focused on data privacy
Case Study: Ashley Madison

- Adult online dating site, geared towards infidelity
- Widespread breach of PII 2015 of use records
- PII included names, e-mail addresses, passwords, and other identifiable data entries
- The breach data was connected to a search interface available to the public
- Data was posted online and remains to this day as part of breach archives
Case Study: Ashley Madison

Overall impact:

- Damage to affected Users’ reputation
- Damage to organizations the User represents
- Public embarrassment of Self
- Loss of employment
- Divorce proceedings and legal action
Conclusions

• Breaches happen, get used to it
• The frequency of breaches is growing
• It’s not about your password anymore
• Breaches can, in some cases, ruin lives
• Cyber hygiene matters, be careful online
• Use common sense, the Internet is not anonymous
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